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Dear Sir/Madam,
AUSTRAC Industry Contribution: Third stakeholder consultation paper
The Australian Bankers’ Association (ABA), on behalf of its members, takes this opportunity to comment
on the AUSTRAC Industry Contribution: Third stakeholder consultation paper (the paper). The ABA is
keen to work with AUSTRAC and the Government and committed to playing our part in the AML/CTF
regime. However, ABA would like to continue to express its concern in respect of the current policy
settings underpinning the proposed funding of AUSTRAC.
Submissions in response to the first and second consultation on the AUSTRAC Industry Contribution
were consistent in many of their concerns and issues raised. These concerns appear to have largely
been ignored.
Industry is now asked to respond to a third consultation when AUSTRAC has not adequately
communicated the outcomes of the first two consultations or explained why the costs in the model keep
rising. This lack of transparency and engagement is concerning.
ABA is concerned at the ever increasing costs of funding AUSTRAC. In 2014/15 ABA members already
have to increase their AUSTRAC compliance budget by up to 70% to fund just part of AUSTRAC’s
regulatory activities. This will be an ongoing concern particularly given the fact that by 2017/18
AUSTRAC will effectively be fully funded by industry.
In addition to feedback provided in the ABA submissions to the first two consultations on the AUSTRAC
Industry Contribution, the ABA provides the following comments on the paper.
Earnings component
AUSTRAC proposes to further refine the charging model to reduce the factor used to calculate the
earnings component for a leviable entity that is not part of a group from 0.05 percent to 0.03 percent;
and to increase the report value component to 0.0008877 percent of the value of the transaction to
which the report relates.
ABA understands that the 0.03 percent does apply to Designated Business Groups (DBG), and that the
total earnings of the group is divided by the number of leviable entities in the DBG.
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